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600 Fifth Street NW
Washington , DC 20001
202-962-6060

Accessibility Advisory Committee
January 4, 2016

Dear Chair Downey and Members of the Board,
It is my pleasure to present you with the Accessibility Advisory Committee (AAC) report
for the month of December 2015. The primary issues we reviewed were: 1) Metro's
emergency exercises; 2) MetroAccess seatbelt securement; and 3) an update on
Momentum.
AAC Safety First
The AAC discussed Metro's door closing procedure on the train. It seems that some
train operators close railcar doors before looking down the platform to see whether
any customers are still attempting to board. Despite the installation of "left side"
auxiliary microphones in its current fleet of railcars as well as incorporating this feature
in the new 7000 series models, train operators appear to be deviating from procedures.
This is a dangerous situation for all customers, including those with disabilities
because customers can get caught in the doors and injured. The AAC recommends that
Metro review the door closing procedures on its trains; institute new procedures where
necessary; enhance training by adding a monitoring component for all new and
refresher trainings; and install monitors in the lead cars that will give operators a view
of the entire platform. These measures are similar to the types of actions other transit
properties have implemented to allow train operators to see the entire platform before
activating the door close buttons.
The AAC discussed stop announcements on the 7000 Series railcars. The automated
announcements provide line and destination information after the exit announcement.
The AAC recommends that Metro change the sequence of announcements in the 7000
Series railcars to make the line and destination information first because such critical
information allows customers, including those with disabilities, to understand whether
they are on the correct train.
The need for announcements when trains are "expressed" was raised as a safety issue.
Although the practice is infrequent and no transfer or core stations are skipped when
trains are "expressed", the AAC wants to reinforce the practice of announcing an
"express train" at least two stations prior to the impacted station. This will ensure all
customers can safely alight the train prior to the desired station being expressed and
the customer getting lost in the system.
The AAC examined Metro's proposal to lock the emergency/equipment gates
throughout the rail system. The proposal to lock the gates is part of pilot program
launched in April 2015 to address fare evasion on the fixed route system. The AAC
recommends that Metro reconsider its proposal to lock the gates and implement

